Abstract. The geometric deformation, as well as the non-uniform surface gravity and temperature distributions induced by the fast rotation, are taken into account to determine the fundamental parameters of 10 Be stars seen nearly equator-on. The stars occur in the first half of the main sequence evolutionary span, which suggests that their fast rotation is related to initial formation conditions, rather than to evolutionary effects.
The method
The hemisphere-averaged photospheric-related quantities are deduced from the observed BCD (Ai, D,) parameters, which minimize the uncertainties introduced by the circumstellar environment (Divan & Zorec, 1982) . We assumed that the stellar core is not strongly affected by rotation. As the program stars are in the solar vicinity, we used Schaller et al.'s (1992) evolutionary tracks for rotationless stars with Z = 0.02. The observed quantities, which are affected by rotation, and the corresponding fundamental stellar parameters for the same stars at rest, derived to locate them in Schaller's et al. evolutionary tracks, are assumed to be related as:
where X 0 b s stands for: L/L & , D* (BCD Balmer discontinuity (BD)) and Ai (BCD mean spectral position of BD); X 0 represents the same quantities of the rotationless object; Fx are 3 functions obtained from model spectra of rotationally distorted stars which depend on the true mass of the object M 0 /MQ, the ratio w = fl/Q c (fi c is the critical angular velocity), the inclination i and the age T 0 of the rotationally unperturbed stellar core. V c and R c are, respectively, the critical velocity and equatorial radius; i? e (w) is the stellar equatorial radius.
Results and discussion
We used Chauville et al.'s (2001) Table 1 . We see that: 1) On average w = 0.8±0.1, in agreement with Chauville et al. (2001) , and i = 68°±18° even for the strong Be-shell stars; 2) Most stars lie in the first half of the main sequence evolutionary span, so that they have hardly had time to become fast rotators by evolutionary effects, implying that they formed as fast rotators. Rotational frequencies are / r o t = 0.02(Vsini ± 6)/sin(i ± Si)/(R e ± S r ) c d -1 . Frequencies / p h related to periodic photometric variations (see e.g. Hubert & Floquet, 1998) are on average / p h//rot = 1-5 ± 0.5cd _ 1 . If / p h = / r o t is true, then either: a) R e are correct and inclinations become i ~ 38°, so that our Be-shell stars will rather be seen pole-on; or: b) i are correct and the radii reduce to R e ~ 0.7i? e (used), so that stars will shrink under their ZAMS size. Moreover, if: c) stars are critical rotators and the mean inclination will be i ~ 39° and R c ~ 1.15i? e ( use d) leading to / p h//rot -1-3; d) inclinations are between i c = i(u> = 1) and i = 7r/2, and R e = [R e (u = 0) ,R e (w = 1)] -1.18i?e(used), which will produce / p h//rot -1-2. This means that we can hardly think of / p h representing / r o t .
